IMPORTANT
ELECTRICAL
SAFETY TIPS
FOR KIDS

Here are a few
things that you
need to teach
your children
so that you
never get to
face a mishap.

Never Pull Those Chords
To get your electrical devices
disconnected from the switchboards, it
might be easy for you to simply drag and
unplug. But pulling the cables carelessly
may tend to be dangerous. While
unplugging the cord by merely pulling it
can cause damages on the cable coverings
and thus may expose the inner
components. This may result in fatal
accidents if not taken care of at the right
time by calling in for the Electricians
Ottawa Residential. So you must teach
your children to remove the chords
carefully without merely pulling it off.

Home safety

Kids are always into mischief and
may sometimes land into uninvited
trouble. Thus it is mandatory for the
parents to let them know the safety
tips. They should be taught to not
insert their fingers inside any
electrical outlets and sockets. Also,
they should be instructed to stay at
bay form electrical appliances such
as toasters, heating rods, iron, etc.
Parents should also take care that
they keep electrical appliances at
safe reach so that the kids do not
get to have access to them.

Usage of outlet covers
We know how innocent and curious
small children are, curiosity is good for
some reason but not when it is the case
of electricity. Electricity can pose some
serious harm and danger if your kids
become too curious to explore it
themselves. Thus it is essential to make
use of outlet covers to ensure the safety
of children. They can be inquisitive
enough to insert their fingers inside the
outlets to know what is there inside thus
it is necessary to make use of outlet
covers so that they do not get a chance
to insert their little fingers inside. Also, it
will prevent any shock that they face if
they accidentally happen to stick their
fingers inside the outlet.

A few more tips to follow
Apart from the above-mentioned safety
tips, here are a few more tips to follow:

● Ensure that you keep all electrical

wires far off from gas and water sources.
If it happens that the two come in
contact with each other, then it can
result in some severe mishaps that may
require you to call for an Emergency
Electrician Ottawa. So as it is said safety
is better than cure, make sure that keep
wires secluded from gas and any water
sources

● Do not switch on electrical appliances
and leave it unattended when your kids
are around.
You can also consider using tapes to
cover the exposed plug holes and cord
holders.

●

● Never allow your children to reach
places where there are high tension
wires in your surroundings.

Bottom Line
So these were a few safety
tips that you need to follow
to keep your kids safe from
any electricity-related issues.
Ensure that you call in for
Electrical Repair Ottawa
professionals to fix up things
in your house so that it is
safe for your kids.
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